Migration Health Check
Critical to the success of any email archive migration is
ensuring the source environment is in the best possible
state to allow for a successful migration.
Time and again we have seen complications in
migrations caused by environmental factors. For
example, the performance of the existing source
archive server(s), underlying storage system, current
user activity or network capacity may be sub-optimal
to achieve the desired archive migration throughput.

Our service will review such issues to ensure the best
possible migration outcome:
•	Using our deep expertise in many different proprietary
archiving platforms we can ensure your source archive
system is in the healthiest possible state to allow
for the best possible migration outcomes.
•	By conducting a migration health check of your
archive platform(s) you can reduce any bottlenecks
in the process, accelerate progress and ensure
accurate results, free from preventable errors.

“From a technical standpoint…
the expertise was just phenomenal
compared to what we’d experienced
with our previous migration vendor.“
Greg Hickey
Senior Account Executive at Daymark Solutions Inc

Key benefits

Why Transvault Environmental
Health Assessments are a good choice
1

Integrated with our Managed
or Assisted Migration Services
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Improve your potential of
a faster, more efficient migration

4

Faster return on investment
Peace-of-mind you’ve done
everything possible to ensure
a successful migration

Identify and remediate
any potential risks
To the migration project prior
to full deployment
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Improve actionable insight
Pinpoint activities to improve
management of your archive
for its remaining lifespan

3

Access deep, archives
specific expertise
Improving governance
and control of your migration

How it works

Migration is a process,
never a problem.
Supported Platforms
•	Symantec/Veritas Enterprise Vault
(from EV v8 to current version)
• Dell/EMC SourceOne
•	Quest Metalogix Archive Manager
Output
•	Our team conducts an assessment of the source
archive environment to diagnose any issues that
may impact the migration (we will only identify
those factors that will impact the migration, rather
than the overall health of the source archive). A Health
Assessment Report is provided on completion, which

•	If you need help to complete these actions on your
source environment, our consultants can perform
these for you (subject to a signed Statement of Work
and associated fees) to ensure the environment is
in the best possible state for migration.

includes recommended remedial actions that should
be taken prior to a full migration.

“We’re committed to utilizing our
extensive migration expertise to deliver
the best migration outcome for our
partners and their clients.”
Joseph Whitmore
Director of Global Services at Transvault
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